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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND FOR THS PROBLSI
Sffeotive programs of hoae eoonomlcs in the public
flohools can be a bridge between the home and the school*
Jenkins and Oonafay explained that "for home economics
teaching to be effective » students must have the opportunity
to practice in their everyday life what they are learning at
school*"
For many years hcoieaaking teachers have recognized
the Importance of gaining the cooperation of parentSf
particularly the mothers, in carrying on their program. When
parents understand what the school is attempting to do for
their children, a closer, more meaningfxil, relationship oan
be built between classroom experiences and the home*
Parental influence is ertremely important in the
pupil's motivation and suooess in school* Fleok pointed out
the important role of parents in motivating their children*
She supported her writings with the studies of McClelland in
whioh he found that ** students with high achievement scores
on their teste had mothers and fathers who set high standards
Gladys Jenkins and Katherine Oonafay, '*Home Economics
Oan Be a Bridge," Journal of the national Education Assoc iation .
52:21, Deeeaber, \WTl
2of excellence and who rewarded their children for aohleve-
aent," One recommendation waa for teachers and parents to
become better acqtiainted so they could work together
effectively,
'^Qmt parento and aoae eduoatore oritiolse homeaaking
teachers for not meeting with parents, and hoste economics
education for not fulfilling adequately its obligations to
young women and their families. Otto suggested that home-
Mtkking teachers have relied too auoh on what they taught in
the past* She saidt
Critics within the profession of home economies,
as well as many outside, are disturbed when program
practices exist which were suited to society a deoade
ago,^
Because of some obsolete practices, home economics in the
secondary school has sometimes been categorised as non*
academic and, therefore, nonessential.
It appears important, then, that teachers of home
economics proTide meaningful, appropriate, and up->to-*date
learnings and that avenues of commimication between parents
and teachers %% kept open so that both can work together
effectively.
Henrietta Fleck, "The Meaning of Motivation,"
Practioal/Poreoast , 9»59, Kovetaber, 1963.
Arisen Otto, "Can /e Afford Obsol
of Home r.conoaios . 55 1 625, October, 1963»
escence?," Journal
I. THE SITUATION
Utillke the subjtote labeled as "aoadomio," auoh as
BathMiatlos and sngliah, horns eoonomios is usually not a
required course on the secondary level. In the 'lohlta,
Kansas, sohool system, for example, home economics is
required only in the eighth grade. It is an elective in
all grades from nine through twelve, with limited selected
•nrollaent in the seventh grade*
In the latter, junior high sohool counselors work
with grade sohool counselors and teachers to choose pupils
who, for one reason or another, will probably not remain in
high school to be graduated, Each day these pupils attend
two hours of hoaeoakiing, these classes substituting for
science and art* Some art and science are included in these
homcQGlcing classes*
In order to imderstani better the honeiaaking program
Of v/lchita, it is helpful to take a look at the city. Known
as the "air capital of the world," fiohita has a population
of 280,000 persons, many of whom are transient aircraft
workers. They move from one part of the city to another so
that all of the homemalcing classes in /iohita must follow
the same curriculum in somewhat the same order or transient
pupils would miss some learnings and repeat others. A oomaon
backgroiind of junior high sohool home economics learnings
Aalso provides a basis for deveXoiraent of the hoae eoonomios
programs in the s«nlor hlgli aoliooX. In 1961 ths hoaeoaklng
teachers and city supervisors of ¥lohita developed horaeaafciag
ciirriculuffl guides for each grade level, eight through twelve*
In these guides teachers and supervisors have identified
oontent and sequence for all hose eoonosics courses for
Wichita,
There are fifteen junior high schools in ¥lohita#
Their total eighth-grade enrollment for the fall semester of
1964 was 2»211, iThe ninth-grade enrollment for the saaa
seaester ^as 1«109* This means a 50 per cent decrease in
enrollment from the eighth grade (required) to the ninth
grade (elective).
The investigator hae taught in one of these junior
high schools, Hadley Junior High school, for three years and
has noted this apparent lack of interest in home economies
by ninth graders. During the 1964-65 school tera at Hadley
there vere seven eighth-grade homesiaking classes with an
average of thirty-three pupils per class, i^ile there were
only two ninth-grade classes with an average of twenty-five
pupils per olass, This sharp decline in ninth^grade enroll-
ment appears to support the opinion of the investigator that
hoine economics has been falling short in attracting pupils*
II. HOME ECOIIOMICS AHD H0Hx3UKIN0
Home eeonojsioB is Interpreted as
...the field of knowledge antl service primarily
conoernea vith strengthening family life throuf/is
. educating the indlvilual for faally living
. improving the services and gooos used by families
. conducting research to discover the changing needs
of individuals and families and the means of
Batisfying these needs
• furthering community, national, and world
conditions favorable to family living*
"Homo econojaics," is a more general term applied to
the entire field, "llomemaJclng" was the term employed In this
study to denote those courses in home economics offered In
the eighth and ninth grades. In Wichita the Junior high
school courses are called "Homenaking" and the senior high
school courses, "Home i':conomlc8."
III. PURPOSES OF THE STUB!
The purposes of this study were: (1) to Identify
concepts of home economics hold by mothers whose ninth-grade
daughters were currently enrolled in the homemaklng program
of Iladley Junior High school, Wichita, Kansas, and areas of
learning these mothers felt should be included in the home-
making program; (2) to compare these concepts with present
curricula and philosopliyj and (3) to recommend procedures
Hew Directions , p. 4.
6for building an effeotive public relations program Jtor liadle^r
Junior High school*
IV, PROOSDORES
An opinionaire was sent to all of the mothers whose
ninth-grade daughters were currently enrolled in the home-
aaking program of Hadley Junior High ;ochool, ¥iohita, Kansas*
A data sheet preoecied the opinionaire. Tim data sheet vas
coaposed of short answer questions vhioh asked the respondent
about herself and her faaily*
In order to identify ooaoepts of hosae economics held
by these mothers, Part I of the opinionaire included a list
of twenty statements about home economics gleaned from
personal interviews by the investigator, from writings in the
fields of home economics and home economics education, and
froa concepts about home economics expressed by writers
outside the field of home economics. 2ach statement was
followed by five columns, headed as follows: "Strongly
Agree," "Agree," "Uncertain," "Disagree," and "Strongly
Disagree*" Respondents placed a check in the appropriate
eolumn indicating their relative agreeaent or disagreeaent
with eaoh statement.
Part II dealt with areas of home economics which
mothers felt their daughters should have opportunity to
7learn about in homftmalcing classes at the junior high school
level and vas aarksd in the sains mannsr*
Part III dsftlt with sources of information of the
respondents and their opinions about the homemaking prograa
of Hadley and asked for suggestions for improving oosraunioa-
tions between the home and the school* Like the data sheetf
these questions required short answers*
Easponses to the opinionaire were surazaarized and
analyzed in relation to the ninth-»grade currioulua
reoosmendations as presented in the guide for home economics
used in the fifteen i;iohita junior high schools and the
current philosophy of home eoonomics in the secondary school
program* Coiaparisons were made in relation to the scope and
content of hosiemaking oourseis; the sex and ability level of
pupils I the role of home economics in preparing learners for
a vocation and in helping to eounteraot the drop»out problem;
and the desirability of home practice of classroom experiences*
Attitudes toward the hom«aaking prograa, sources of informa-
tion about it» and reooBoaendatlons for expanding coaonunioatioa
between the hose and school were analyzed* with these
comparisons and analyses, recomfflendations for curriculum
enrichment and for augmenting c(»ununioation between parents
and teachers were made*
Prior to administering the opinionaire to the
respondents, it was jury tested by the mothers of the
8ninth-grade homemaking pupils at Curtis Junior High School,
Wichita, Kansas, Changes recommended by these Individuals
were Incorporated whenever possible,
A newspaper editor assisted with the wording of Items
for ease of reading by respondents. For ease In communica-
tion, junior high school pupils were referred to as students
on the oplnlonalre because the Investigator felt this term
would be more easily imderstood by respondents, A copy of
the oplnlonalre appears In the Appendix.
oMstm iz
Xaoh luuB b««!i written In regarc! to content and
purpoees of home economics eduoatlon, but only a brief
mmmms7 of laaterial Tozy olooaljr related to the study at
hand vUl be disoueoed here*
^e^t Qt Qourees ^ Home Soo^m
^
ioa
Beeause booa aeonoraioe <l«als with prei»aratlon of girla
for honeaaking and home eoonomioa related ooeupatlono» it la
oonsidered rooational oduoation« Taylor attributed the
"ahort^ooialngs" of AB«rlea*0 voeational education to the
general confueion and overH»rgaaisation of the country* He
aaldt **! believe ve have sprung Into a new aeotion of
A»«rioan history without adequate preparation*"* He continued
his argiiment by es:plaining that our edtteatlenal needs are
eoonomiOt social » politioal, and intelleotual» but that none
Of thesa needs oan be aet tmtil those planniUig course content
««ii«ider the total situation of the child In the faisily*
sane hone economists have outlined pn^graaui tsd
offered suggestions for inproving the heme econwaios curricula
Harold Saylori "The Mu«ation of Daughters»" Jo^tryi^
Mt Hfl»< ^Btt^wiles * 53 f 676, HOYWiber» 1963*
la public schoola* Slnpson has dlsouseed the major issues in
Beoendary hone eoonoaios aad probleias ii3iloh have partloular
relcvaaee to home economics edueatloai "(1) praparatloa for
MAlaga and i&draaaad rigor t * • • (2) developiaent of the
ability to thlnki (3) vocatloimIl8tt» and (A) praparatlon for
tbM special roles of voaen and men in our society*" Echoing
the arglHWtttt of Otto for meeting the ever-ehansing aaads of
sooie'^t Simpson ohallezigad hoa« eoonc»ai0B taaahsrs to pr»»
paara pupils for in«<N>samlng} to satisfy individual pupil
iis«d«« thsraby deoraasing the nimber of young paople who drop
out of schools and to de-relop in all pupils an ability to
think.
Love and Peterson agread vlth the final point of
Simpson* Lowt mtmnae94i§A mv "depth teaching** tfhaa she
vrote that olaaareom "nook weddings" and *'tie and sock
aatehifig" oaad t» be replaoad by subject matter, teaching
Objeotivesi aad taohniques that are fortified irith basic
«id«9nitandiii^ ildytti vill be applicable to future daoislonst
rtgardlass of time and situation*^
In an axpariaaatal study that was devalopad around
problemosolving laaroing situations for ninth gi«der8»
^E3.iiabath Simpson* "seleoted issues aadi Problems in
secondary Bdueation," isSiSM. SLm& MmmSm* 55» to,
49mmx7t 1963*
Phyllis K« Love, "Depth Teaohing in R<me Bconomiosi"
"—*'—
" Journal . 37i22-3» MOfSBbarc 1962#
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Peterson charged that hosie eoonomioe courses need to be
develoiKBental, rather than merely Informational • she wrote
i
If ve as high school teachers woixld have our pupils
vltir hoaaaaking as a series of related responsibilities^
ire nay appropriately develop home economics course
content around competences to be developed by pupils
rather than Isolated units of subject matter, often
unrelated to each other and unroalistlc in scope,'
Johnson suggested that teachers reoenter the emphasis
of home economics teaching. She compared the "old fanily"
-Mhleh depended upon its skills to produce food, clothing,
and shelter, to modem hoaemakers who are more concerned
with the grovth and development of family members. She vrotej
"While the traditional skills of the homemaker are still
important, their role is increasingly a supportive one In
the modem urban family, **
These authors have oritlolzed the content of courses
In home economics and have offered suggestions for improving
home economics course content. These oritioisms and sugges-
tions for improving home eoonomics programs revolve around
various ideas, or concepts of home economics.
'BemadIne H, Peterson, "Problem Solving in Home
Bconoalcs," Journal of Home sconomlcs , 55»1Q3, Karoh, 1963»
^Audrey M, Johnson, "Heed We Reoenter Home economics
gsachlng?." Journal of Home SoonomioB . 54|45, January, 1962,
^ 0Q">cg3>t of Concepts
In defining oonoepte the writer found tJiat reoeareliers
and educators both agree and disagree in their definitions,
while Bome authors aid not offer any definition. One example
0f the latter la Gall in her article, "Ooncept Selling of
Hoae Eoonomics," in vhioh she outlined a campaign for selling
home econoaiost Another Is Wines who briefly outlined some
•aggestions for formulating "concepts for Teaching of Cloth*
lag" and concluded her report as follows t • • • the process
of ooncept identification involves considerable frustration-
not the least of these being how to arrive at a coamon
understanding of tmat Is a concept,"
Other authors discussed concepts with terminology that
did not Include the word •'concept." Binmer ooinet the phrase
"structures of learning** in his presentation by the suis
SOBS* He wrote:
Svery subject has a structure, a rightness, a
beauty. It is this structtire that provides the
imderlying Bimpllclty of things, and it is by
learning its nature that we come to appreciate the
intrinsic aeanlng of the subject.^
'vema McCallum Gall, "concept selling of Koae Soonoales,"
What ' s New in Home Economics, 28 1 24-5, !iay-june, 1964,
2
Mary S. nines, "Ooncepts for Teaching of Clothing,"
Journal of Hone isconomios , 55t3^3§ May, 1965,
•'Jeroae S« Bruner, "Structures In Learning," Journal
pt the Katlonal Sducation Asgoolation
. 52j26, March, 19o3.
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He wpgtd o<m«ldttratlon of tmi^lsg through "learning etruo-
tures>** the benefits of whloh would Inolude Inere&ood
intelleotiial potency and better memory prooe»«08«
GflMr authors spoke opeolfloally about oonoepts*
Aooordlng to Ifigrabl and Mollugh« eaoh of the soienoto aad
itrts la built on a body of Ideae and prajatelpXeo vhloh beoeno
ttoanlngful only as they are a]^pXled to the world around us*
k ooneepty they wrote, should **pex«lt the Individual to
organise the learning In whloh he en^^«8«»*aiid pornit hia
to deal Bore Intelligently in new situations*"^ Heapel
Mlsargod this definition by dlotingulehlng two types of
ocmoeptst those pertaining to olasses or properties and
2
those pertaining to relations or funetlono*
In his review of Amerloan hlBtory» Tyler noted the
role and oontributlons of eduoatlon* Ho substituted
"iwrinolples" for "eonoepts" and proposed that "In hoaio
eoonomiosi as in other fieldSf snphasis in the future will
%
tte«d to be given to the lu^erlying basic principles* ""^
'Frances K« nagrabl and Helen T» KoRugh, "Concepts In
jeaohlng Paaily Finance,
" igjaSffii Sll ims, MSSm3^&S,» 55«t07,
February, 19o3*
2
0* 0* KsApolf "Brndaseientals of Concept Formation in
Btplrloal solenoe,"
^i^lfMllliiiia iJWBTffaiffP'^-^ ^-"^ 3l SmiM,
;soleaoe . ii, p* 5*
^Ralpfe V« tyler* "Muoatlon In a world of Change,"
^ourital of asas goonoales * 54t533» septwiber, 196J>2*
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Mallory referred to concepts ae the fundamental
prinoiples or big Ideas whioh can be developed by recognising
and xmderBtancilng the supporting generalizations which lead
to them.^ Phenix described concepts as "basic ideas, an
understanding of which opens the door to an effective grasp
2
of an entire field of Imowledge."
These writers have described concepts as ideas, or
mental images, which latimately provide a better understanding
of the world. One purpose of this study was to discover the
Mental images, or concepts, t^ioh a selected group of mothers
had about home economics, irhen these concepts were known,
certain implications could then be drawn for an effective
publio relations program.
Bases for Developing a Public Relations ProKrag
To do an effective job of educating children, schools
need the ixaderstanding and support of parents. In fact, the
ability of schools to improve, or even to exist, depends upon
the support given them by the public, Oarr summarized the
school-community publio relations program of Ansriea when he
wrote:
^Bernioe Mallory, "Home Economics Oiirrioiaxaa Study,"
American '/ocational Journal , 3Qi36, SeptMiber, 1963#
^Phillip R. Phenix, "Key Concepts and the Crisis in
Learning," Teachers College Record , 58:140, December, 1956,
^5
Vowhere elee in the world do so many cltizenB from
BO many walks of life take so much aotive Interest in
education as in America, New ideas about the relation
of the public to the public schools are in the air;
new foras of leadership, finance and structure are
taking shape, I^o one oan now foresee or prescribe the
outoone in detail, Methods to release and to guide
new forces and to relate them to the orderly govern-
ment of public education have yet to be devised. Here
is» I believe, the major problem. for eduoational
Itadership in the deo&des ahead.
There is oonstant interaction between the community
and the school. The community affects the school; the school
affects the community. Hall and Paoluooi said that both
benefited when they were sincerely interested in one another.
These authors emphasized the importance of the homemaking
teacher bcooming familiar with her comaimity and listed five
reasons why it is advantageous for her to understand it.
First of all, the teacher oan adapt her program to meet
community needs, for example, if there are many young people
between the ages of fourteen and twenty who are married, the
honeraaking program probably should include a course for
preparing for marriage.
Secondly, the teacher oan enrich the learning
experiences of pupils by knowing and using available community
resources, Por instance, trips to local clothing stores will
provide insight for comparative buying of garments. Or, the
'william G, Oarr. "The Public and the Public schools,"
This is Teaching , p, 238,
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coiaaiunlty might be moved to the claesroom. Hoste economists
from utility ooiapaniG8» oase workers from the social agenoiety
dootorSf fanily lawyero, and the clergy—these and a host of
Others may add new dimensions to learning.
Recognizing some of the prevailing attitudes aad
practices of the coamunity can aalce the teacher more accepting
of the ways of life of her pupils, and recognizing prevailing
home practices can help the teacher determine what should be
taught in specific subject matter areas of hone economics. If
the teacher taiows that a very small proportion of her pupils
have sewing machines available in their homes, the teacher
night be able to be more realistic in the type of home
experience required of pupils.
Finally, Hall and Paoluccl said that teachers need to
be aware of the power structure or leaders of the community.
This facilitates Implementation and interpretation of the home
econoraico program. If school board members and the adminis-
trative staff see home economics as an important subject
matter area in the school, they will support the program both
directly and indirectly. Board members may allow funds for
carrying out the program effectively and administrators can
arrange schedules so that they are conducive to the free
election of home economics by a large number of students.
^ Olive A, Hall and Beatrice iaoluocl, Teachiim
Soonomlos . pp. 44-51
,
IT
other authors have adrlsed teaohers aad eduoatore how
they oould enhance their puhlie relatione programs* KoOullar
said that in order to get the attention of the public,
teaohers BSSd to dranatize their otoryi to tell it as it is
happstting* Teaohers must be aoourate. but they aust also
hare shttMMtaship* Shtt ssvpsarod selling education to selling
dia«eiid»» SUM wrote I
We don't hare to add aaythlag to eduoation* say
sors than the jeweler has to add aasrthing to the
disBond in his window* He just polishes it up, puts
a blaelc vel-vet cloth baek ox it» and. the public
pfHtinc by is dazzled and iaprsssed*
Iisne sacplainsd tlMit the public JASgs of a profession
depends upon individual ioacso* "But before you teaohers
osB ddU op your publie laage» you first need to study your
private iosgs in a Mkgnifylng mirror, in the unflattering
glare of full daylight." She continued, "Tou teaohers
oaanot delegate to a public relations oounsel««or anyone
else—the big iJiprovMients in your professional loage* That
responsibility is yours individually, yotirs collectively."
Shese authors have described the laportanee of publio
relations and hsTS mds suggestions for establishing desirable
^Bemice KcOullar, "The School story is the Big Gtory,"
2t i&i national Education Association . 52i 12, March,
Hone sooasBiles. 52 i 514, Hoveobsr, i960.
^Laura Lane, "Tou and Tour Public XMgo," Journal ^f
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publio rttlatidBt uliioh hoaMMking teaohers oan find useful
In their program* The hemteanaiciaig teaoher is •speolally
•0a««nwd with pubXlo relations since her worlc aigr affeot
Aaorloan families direotly, she vante the publio to icnov
h»r pro8ga«» understand itf and best of all, to be enthusl*
astio about it*
0HAOT2R III
S»»OS»» TO THS OPINXOSAZai
Oplnlonalres were dlatrltouted to all forty-nine
lioiiieiaa3clng pupils in tlie two ninth-grade Glasses at Hadley
Junior High school* !i^e opinlonaire vas oomposed of three
parts end a date sheet. Pupils were aaked to take the
epinionaires home and to ask their mothers to ooaplete and
return thera to their taaohar. Of the forty-nine opinionalres,
forty-seven, or 9^ per oent» itvtt returned*
yh| ^ta sh—
»
The data iheet rerealed that forty-four opinionairee
htA boaa completed hy laotherst two by step mfVUiKft and wm
tsr m grmaeBomthitr {Itrnt 1)*^ It provided a brief description
Of the respondent and her family. Per instance » Itea 2
indicated that sixteen (3* per cent) of the forty-seven
respondents had worked outside the home for pay during the
pMt fsar, Mhile thirty-one (66 per cent) had not« three of
the sixteen respondents vho had earned money during the last
year had taken care of children (Itea 3). Two had worked as
nursesi tvo had worked as secretaries, other types of work
which respondents had perfonaed for pay included housework.
^Iten numbers refer to items on the opinlonaire.
80
Ironing* sales* smflng, waitress, photograpby, meat trrappiog^
oashieringf sad bookSceapias*
There vas greater variety reported in the oooupations
9t hu8l»aJBd« (Itm 5). sales irork («ix)» building oonatruotlon
(five) I and office work (four)t vaye ^^^ «««* popular oooupa^
tioQs, vhlle three husbaada were reported to be aaployeu in
•aah of the following oooupationat airoiraft plant work,
tagineeringf and truok driving. Two huabaada ware involved
in each of the following types of workj civil eervioej
aehaalaali radio, television, or neirapapari and voiding.
Other kiada of work vixXdh. were indicated onoe were
lithography, sheet metal, carpet laying, private detective,
aaaanty arehiteotural, natal repair, oil related, and
aedical or dental. One husband was self employed, in con-
trast to the population of Vfiehita as a whole, f«w of thaaa
oooupations require frequent taoving, ftie families of the
pupils who enroll in ninth grade hoiaemakiag at Badley Junior
VU0tk school apparently are not aa transient as Wichita
flyBllles in general,
Hapoadanto reported larger families (Item 6) than
the I960 national avaraga of 3*3 parao&a par faaily with
thlrty-nina (82 per cent) of tham having three or »ora ohildren*
^"Xha I960 Census and the nation*a Faiailiaa," J^ttraal
of Hoaa leanainios , 52ii3, January, i960.
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the niuBber of children reported ridis«d trvi one to nine, six
i!ial3UL«8 hftd either one or two ohildrwu 71iere waw one "only
ehUdg" More families (nineteen) reported three ohUdren
Utta maf other number.
Thirty-one respondents {66 per cent) reported that oat
«hlld had been enrolled In at least one eexaester of hoafr*
ataklag prior to this seaeeter (Item 7). thirteen families
included tiro ohlldren and one family included three ehlldrea
vho had o«mplstsd a minisniua of one senester of hoa«miklag«
therefore the opinions of respondents about horns ssonoialos
tended to be based* at least In part* upon the experienoes
Of one or t^o ohlldren in eaoh household*
A vide variation in their own enrollment in home
economics courses was reported by respondents (Item 4), The
time of highest enrollment was in the high school years*
Fifteen respondents reported th«y had taken one year of home
economics in hi^ school* Nine reported two years, four had
been enrolled for three years, and one had taken four years
of high sohool home economics* Thirteen of these respondents
vho had taken heme economics in high so2xool had also been
onroUed in homewaklnc In junior hl^ oOhool* In addition,
eight more respondsnts ted talMtt teMnoklng in Jimior high
•ehool, but had not taken home economics in either high
oeliool or college* Only two respondmts indicated experiences
in hcmie eeoaomios on the college level* One respondent had
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Ijieen enrolled in home eoonomlos for ono scneBter In collsgo
•ttd anethor had )»««n enrolled for threo and one<4kalf years
»
but both had taJcen home eoonomioB In junior high school and
high school* The average esrollraent period in homesia^ing
prior to college for reapondtiita iras 1*68 aeaaators*
k "typioal" mother of a ninth^grada howMialrlng paplX
of Hadley ^imior High sohool aight be deaoribed aa not
«i9Xiir«4 Otttalde the hoaa* with a husband who ^rna either a
alaflBaa» a building construotion workert or an office
vorker* She had three i^ildrottf ono or tiro of vhom had been
or vaa eurrently enrolled in a horaeaaklag ooursof vhile idui
herself had taken aoaa htfwawalriwg either as a Junior high or
a sMiier high school pupil,
^neep^s a>(^t ^ae ^oyn^^^s
Burt X of the opinionaire» inolitding It«ui 3 throizgh
27 I asked the respondent to indicate her relative agreement
W disagreement with twenty stateaents about home economics
by placing a check in the appropriate ooluon to the right*
Sheee ooluzan headings rspresented a five*point scale as
follovs: "strongly Agreot" "Agree," "Unoertain," "Disagree,**
and "strongly Disagree* ** In the following discussion state*
MBts are listed in rsii3e order of respondents' agreement with
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Oonoept ^ • Boop^ and content qf ooursea . Five
vlfttfMaln dMClt vlth oours* or ourrloulum content In hono
«conomloQ* Thaso stataoents vores
ft* llMttB&kiiig 18 a group of rolated skills and
responsibilities and should be taught bo that studonts
see the total picture*
9* Today's Mipbasis in homemaking should be upo»
th« growth and doirolopMiit of family members and
ro^lAtle^ohlps with otnar poodle.
23* She oain ooneem in homeaakine eouroes Is a
bottor understaadins of hone and faaily living*
18* Iiooo oXaso tiao should be spent on foor^.s and
olothing 90 that aoro time oould be given to learning
to understand tanA oare for children, time and monej
aaaagaaent* and family relations*
15* Hoot lumoMilclag elaso time is spent on foods
and olothine; because it takes so long to master these
sklllB*
atapondente overwhelmingly agreed (98 per cent) that
pupils flOttouXd bo goidod to see relationships between skills
and resp^aslbllltles in the field of lMnoaaking» seventy*
five per cent felt that today's eiaphaais In htnuioaklng
should be upon the groxfth and development of family msMbors
and relationships with other people and that the main concern
In h<iinn«at1ii(!t oourses Is a better understanding of home and
family living (62 per oent).
Smrover, respondents www uncertain (24 per cent) and
%MlA«A to disagree (A? per cent) as to whether loss class
tSme should be spent on foods and clothing so that more time
eould be spent on understanding and caring for children, tine
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and money aana^waent, ajid fatally relatlonahlpe. They agreed
(64 por cent) with the statwaent that most honemtiicing clacn
time is spent on foode and clothing because It takes so long
to master these sklllB,
nasponses to the five otatenenta daaling vlth concept
kt scope and content of courses, appear In Table I«
Goncopt B - se:c of pupils , Plvo statsaants dealt with
inherent values of honoaakins courses for boys and/or girls
and whether these courses should be elective or required for
these pupils* These statements were:
19* Boys should be able to take hoaieiaaking ooursea
if they want to.
9t« Because aen are a part of a family, boys
shoulii be required to take at least one
ll09«Biakln;; course.
22. Depending upon what a girl learns at home,
homeiaalilng courses may or may not be
TBtluable to the student.
17« Olrls do not need honemaking courses at
Gchool because they receive this training
at hosie.
10, Since boys must prepare for "earning a
livirii^," it is probably not desirable for
then to take any courses in honenaking.
All but two respondents (95 ?ar cent) felt that
homeaaeklng should be an elective for boys, while considerably
fewer respondents (37 per cent) thought that boys should be
required to take at least one homemakinf; course. Only twenty
per cent of the respondents tixought that it vac doaii-able for
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TABLE I
RESPONSES DEALING WITH CONCEPT A, SCOPE
AND CONTENT OP COURSES
Statements Per cent Responding
Strongly
Agree Agree
Un-
certain
Dis-
agree
Strongly
Disagree
1 1 • Homemaking is a
group of related skills
and responsibilities
and should be taught so
that students see the
total picture.
27 71 2
9. Today's emphasis
in homemaking should be
upon the growth and
developnent of family
members and relation-
ships with other
people.
13 62 11 13
23. The main concern
in homemaking courses
is a better under-
standing of home and
family living.
13 49 16 22
18, Less class time
should be spent on
foods and clothing so
that more time could be
given to learning to
understand ani care for
children, time and
money management, and
family relations.
4
t
24 24 45 2
15. Host homemaking
class time is spent on
foods and clothing be-
cause it takes BO long
to master these skills.
2 62 16 20
2€
boys to prepare for "eamlng a living ,** even if it aeaat that
tli«7 iFovi3,d net be ftbXe to take a lioaieaaicing course*
Only two respondents (4 per oent) olaiaed that girls
do not need horaetaakiBg tHMrause tliejr reesive this tralni&g at
lums* ^e »aJority of reapowlants (93 per cent) did not feel
that girls reoelTSd this traiaing at home aad» therefore
t
a««d«d iMWwmsTring at school* About one-third of the respoih*
dents (37 per oent) felt that hfliaaaairlwg eoursss aay or aa^
not be valtiable to a girl^ dspffiftdiag upon ifbtat aha Isamsd
at hiwe«
Table II sSsoirs th» rsoponsss to the five stat^sents
daaXing trith eonoept B« sex of pupils*
52SS22i 2 * afeiiilX iSffii Sl mS^M* ^airse statasMits
dealt vith vhether enroHaent in hoiaeBalciTig oXaasas should
include pupils of all ability levels and vhether hMtaHWlcinf
classes c^uld be heterogeneous or hcHSOgeoiiMus in natiiiret
These stat«B«it8 verat
12* Boaeaalcing olasaas ar« for all studontsi
•upariori as wall as airarage and slow
laaxttars*
$• Stttdanta banaflt froa Jodowing and vorkiag
with others of diffarant abilities*
16« Generally apaalcing* hosenalciag olaaaoo
are dasignad for mmr and average studanto*
loarly all resp^mdenta (97 per cent) agreed that
tifwwwMLwg oXaaaas are for pupils of all ability levels and
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TABLE II
RESFONSiii DEALING WITH CONCEPT B,
SEX OF PUPILS
Statements Per cent Reepondlng
Strongly
Agree Agree
Un-
certain
Dis-
agree
Strongly
Disagree
19. Boys should he
able to take homemaklng
courses if they want to.
13 32 2 2
21 , Because men are
part of a family, boys
should be required to
take at least one home-
making course.
4 33 20 40 2
22, Depending upon
what a girl learns at
home, homemaking
courses may or may not
be valuable to the
student.
4 35 9 49 4
17. Girls do not need
homenaking courses at
school because they
receive this training
at home.
2 2 2 69 24
lOt Since boys must
prepare for "earning a
living," it is proba-
bly not desirable for
them io take any
course in homemaklng.
20 13 51 16
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that pupils profit from knowing and working vlth others of
abilities different from their own (93 per cent). To support
these opinions, the majority of respondents (35 per oent)
disagreed with the statement that homemaking classes are
designed for slow and average pupils.
The reactions of respondents regarding concept C,
ability level of pupils, are reported in Table III,
TABLE III
RESPONSES DEALING ^*>;ITH CONCEPT C,
ABILITY LSVEL OP PUPILS
Statements Per cent Responding
Strongly
Agree Agree
Un-
certain
Dis-
agree
strongly
Disagree
12, Homemaking classes
are for euLl students,
superior, as well as
33 64 2
average and slow learners '
8. Students benefit from
knowing and working with
others of different
abilities.
13 80 2 4
16, Generally speaking,
homemaking classes are
designed for slow and
average students.
9 7 69 16
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Concept j2 - role of home economics in vocational
education . Three Btatements dealt with homemaking classes
as vocational education for girls. These vere:
13, Homemaking classes prepare girls for taking
care of a family and/or a career,
27. The Job possibilities in homemaking should
be emphasized in order to prepare girls for earning
a living,
25, Too much emphasis in homemaking classes is
placBvi upon preparing girls for working outside the
home.
Host of the respondents (93 per cent) felt that home-
making classes prepared girls both for taking care of a
family and for a career, Geventy-four per cent believed
that Job possibilities should be emphasized in homemaking.
Slightly more than one-half (57 per cent) of the respondents
did not feel that too much emphasis in homemaking classes
has been placed upon preparing girls for a vocation.
Responses to the three statements dealing vrith concept
C, role of home economics in vocational education, are
presented on Table IV,
Concept E - home economics as an encouragement to stay
In school . Two statements involved the attitudes of respon-
dents toward the role of home economics with regard to the
school urop-out problem. These were;
26, Homemaking courses can be of great value to
the pupil who may drop out of school.
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TABL2 IV
RESPONSES DEALING WITH C0E02PT D, ROLE OP
ROME ECOI'IOMICS IH VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Statenents Per cjent -^ospon'Jing
Strongly
Agree Agree
Un-
certain
Dis-
agree
Strongly
Disagree
13. Homeaaking classes
prepare girls for talc-
ing care of a family
and/or a career.
24 69 2 4
27. The job possibili-
ties in hoaeiaaking
should be emphasized in
order to prepare girls
for earning a living.
16 58 13 13
25, Too Buch eaphasis
in homeinaking classee
is placed upon prepar-
ing girls for vrorking
outside the hone.
15 29 53 4
20. Konemaking courses are of little value to
students who will probably not finish high school.
Respondents overwhelmingly (93 per cent) thought that
homeaaking courses could be of great value to the pupil who
nay drop out of school, respondents affirmed these conten-
tions when they disagreed (91 per cent) that homeaaking
courses are of little value to pupils who may drop out of
school.
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The follovrlng table shows tlie responses to the two
tatements concerning concept E, home economics as an
encouragement to stay in school.
TABLE y
RESPONSES DMLIHG IflTH CONCEPT E, HOME SCOKOMIOS
AS AIT 3HC0UPJIGEMEHT TO STAY IN SCHOOL
Stateraonts Per cent Responding
Strongly
agree Agree
Un-
certain
Dis-
agree
Strongly
Disagree
26, Horaenaklng courses
can be of great value
to the pupil who may
drop out of school.
20. Komemalcing courses
are of little value to
students who will
probably not finish
high school.
11
2
82
4
2
2
4
64 27
Concept P - desirability of home practice of classroom
experiences . Two statements measured importance respondents
attached to home practice of homemalcinc activities learned
at school. These were;
24, Practice at home of the experiences gained from
homemaking classes is not desirable,
14* Practice at home is needed if the hoaemsLlcing
student is going to benefit the most from her class-
room experiences.
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Response to both of these statements Indicate I almost
unanimous support for home practice. Only one respondent
(2 per cent) said that home practice of classroom experiences
is not desirable. One respondent was uncertain about the
desirability of home practice, but all other respondents
(98 per cent) thought home practice was necessary if the
homemalcing pupil was going to benefit the most from her
classroom experiences.
Responses to the tvo statements dealing v?ith concept
If desirability of home practice of classroom experiences,
appear on Table VI,
TABLIS VI
RESPOHSES DEn,ING WITH COKOEPT F, DESIRABILITY OF
HOME PIUOTICE OP CLASSROOM L.:?ERI2NC£3
Statements Per cent Responding
Strongly
Agree Agree
Un-
certain
Dis-
agree
strongly
Lisagree
24, Practice at home
is needed if the home-
raaking student is going
to benefit the most
from her classroom
experiences,
14, Practice at home
of the experiences
gained froa homemalcing
classes is not desir-
able.
42 57
2
2
51 47
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In amaiaarlzlng Part I of the opinlonalre, Table VII
lists those statomGiits which recelvc.1 the greateet agreement,
those BtatementB vlth >rhlch 50 per cent or more of the
respoauents either "agreed" or "strongly agreed," Those
Btateiaonts which received the most dlsagrecaent, vrith ^vhich
50 per cent or more of the respondents disapprove .., are listed
in Table VIII,
Respondents aoet strongly supported the following con-
cepts: home practice of classroom homemaklng experiences is
beneficial for the pupil (99 per cent); hoaeaalcins shoulc; be
taught so that pupils see that it is a group of related sJcllls
and responsibilities (98 per cent); homemaklng classes are
for all pupils, superior, as well as average and slow learners
(97 per cent); pupils benefit from knovring and working vith
others of different abilities (93 per cent); honeaaking
classes prepare girls for taking care of a family and for
working outside the home (93 per cent); and homemaking courses
can be of great value to the pupil who may drop out of school
(93 per cent). All of these concepts received over 90 per
cent support from the respondents.
Those concepts which received 90 per oent lisagreeiaent
by the responients were: home practice of experionoes gained
from homemaking classes is not desirable (93 per cent); girls
do not nee '. homemaking courses at school because they receive
this training at home (93 per cent); and homemaking courses
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TABT.l?. VII
S2ATIKSHTS WHICH RECEIVED THE GREATEST AGRiiiiMjL'HT
Stateiaent Vbt cent Icespondlng
Gtrongly
Agree Agree Total
24, Practice at home Is needed if
the homcmaklne; etudent is going to
benefit the most from her class-
room experiences.
42 57 99
1 1 , Iloneraalcing is a group of
related skills and responsibilities
and ohotild be taught so that stu-
dents see the total picture.
27 71 98
12, Hoaeraaking classes are for all
students, superior, as well as
average and slow learners.
33 64 97
19, Boys should be able to talce
homeraaking courses if they want to.
13 82 95
3, Students benefit from ImoKing
and working vith others of different
abilities.
13 80 93
13. Homemaking classes prepare girls
for taking care of a family and/or
a career.
24 69 93
26, Homemaking courses can be of
great value to the student who aay
drop out of school.
11 82 93
9, Today's emphasis in hoaeinaklng
should be upon the growth and
development of fa'uily menbero and
relationships with other people.
13 62 75
27. Tlie 3ob possibilities In home-
making should be emphasized in
order to prepare girls for eax-nlng
a living.
16 5Q 74
15. Most hosemaking class tine is
spent on foods and clothing because
it takes so long to master these
BkUls.
2 62 64
23. The main concern in homemaklng
courses is a better understanding
of home and family living.
13 49 62
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TABLE VIII
STATEMSET3 WHICH HECSIVSB TH2 GREATEST DISAGx^SSMSNT
Jtateraent Per cent Respond Ing
Disacree
Strongly
Disagree Total
14, Practice at home of the
experiences gaine'l from home-
making classes is not desirable.
51 47 98
17, Girla do not need home-
raakinc courses ai school because
they receive this training at
home.
69 24 93
20. Hoaenaking courseo are of
little value to Gtudents who
will probably not finish high
school.
64 27 91
16. Generally speaking, home-
making classes are designeti for
sloi^" and average student s.
69 16 85
10, Since boys must prepare
for "earning a living," it is
probably not r:esirable for
them to take any courses in
horaemaking.
51 16 67
25. Too much emphasis in
homemakinc classes is placed
upon preparins girls for
working outside the home.
53 4 57
22, Depending upon what a
girl learns at home, homemaking
courses may or may not bo
valuable to the student.
49 4 53
56
are of little value to puplle who will probably not fInlsii
high school (91 per cent).
Attitudes expressed bj respondents appear to be con-
sistent. The concept which received the most support, as
Illustrated on both tables, was the importance of home
practice of classrooia hometaaking experiences, espondents
also felt strongly that homemaking classes are valuable to
all pupils, superior, as well as other pupils, and that they
are especially important for all girls and for those pupils
who may not remain in school. They were aware of the dual
pvirpose for learnings for girls in home economics, those
related to homemaklng and to preparation for gainful employ-
ment. At the same time, they realized that homemaklng
courses have potential value for boys.
Areas of Homeiaalcing
Part II of the opinionalre (Items 28 through 41) was
marked in the same manner as Part I, but was concerned with
the areas of home economics mothers felt pupils should have
opportxmlty to study in the homemaking classes at Hadley
Junior High School, Fourteen areas of home economics,
suggested by Lawson in "Education for Improved Family Living,"
were listed.
Dorothy 3, Lavrson, "Education for Improved Family
Living, " The Bulletin of the national Association of Cecondary-
school Principiils , ^iHiT^-'lt December, 1964,
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Reeponoes Indicated general agreement and support for
Inoluilng all of the areas lioted. Of the total number of
responses, 93 per cent were in favor of ("Strongly Agree" or
"Agree") Including all of the listed areas; 3 per cent were
uncertain about some areas; and 4 per cent disagreed about
some areas. No respondent strongly disagreed that any of the
areas should be included in the homemaking program at iiadley.
One respondent disagreed with including any of the areas
except using money wisely, sewing and repairing simple gar-
ments, planning simple meals, and preparing simple meals.
She explained, "The items with which I disagree are, I believe,
largely responsibilities of parents and should be taught in
the home," Table IX shows agreement expressed with areas of
homemaking to be included in homemaking classes at Hadley
Junior High school.
Item 42 was a completion item which asked respondents
to suggest additional areas which they thought should be
included in homemaking classes. Areas suggested included
child care (three), the proper vray to iron (one), money
management (one), personal appearance (one), care of the
body (one), food preserving ideas (one), and simple gardening
(one). Actually, all of these areas of home economics are
included in the eighth and ninth grade homemaking curricula
In Kichita although they were not mentioned on the list of
areas of home economics on the oplnionaire since they do not
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TXBli?, IX
AGRSSMENT EXPRESSET) KITH AREAS OF HOMMAKING TC
111 HOMSMAKIHG GLASSES AT HADL2Y JUIJIOR HIGE
1 BE IHOLUDED
[ SCHOOL
i'lrea of ilomemaicing i'er cent .espending
Strongly
Agree Agree
Un-
certain
Dis-
agree
Strongly
Disasreo
M. Planning simple
meals
40 60
39* I*reparing foods and
simple meals
40 60
40. Sharing responsi-
bilities in the home 40 56 4
29* Using money wisely 33 58 4
35. Performing household
taslcs
36 60 4
38, Being a good friend 33 58 7 2
30, Getting along with
family laembers
31 53 4 7
33. Understanding her-
self as a person
31 58 7 4
37. Shopping for
groceries
31 56 4 9
41, Learning to choose
clothes for herself
31 64 4
31, Sewing and repair-
ing simple garments
29 71
28, Understanding
children
24 62 9 4
32. Caring for children 24 62 7 7
36, Understanding the
family's growth and
development
22 69 4 4
Lawson, loo. cit.
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receive major attention in flchlta and had not been siiggested
as special areas by Lavaon.
Support for txn^l Sources of Info
^
rmation and Opinions about
the Present Koraeraaklng Progtiraia
Item 43 was developed to ascertain the aaount or
degree of encouragement mothers would give their daughters
to enroll in another homemaicing course. One of the following
three sentence nteins was to be completed by the respondent,
A» I will encourage my daughter to take more
hoiae eoonoaios because
B, I will not encourage my daughter to take more
home cconoHtics Ibecause
C, I would like ray daughter to take more hone
economics, but she cannot or will not because
Seventy-six per cent of the respondents completed
Sentence Stem A, thus indicating they would encourage
daughters to take additional work in home econonics. In
general, respondents appeared to feel that these courses
would be helpful to their daughters, both at hone and on the
;)ob. Five responses, considered typical, were as followsj
I feel that no girl can get too much training in
hosaeraaking,
I want her to be a good hoaemaker, to keep house,
and to be able to sew and care for her family.
The more a girl knows and practices the simple
arts of homemaking, the better she will be at any Job,
lAwson, loc . cit.
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It's essential to everyday life.
I feel all of these experiences are gooi and each
one of then helps prepare her for the future, I don't
have time to teach her a lot of these things, I have
to work.
Pour mothers (8 per cent) explalnesl that they would
not encourage their daughters to take more home economics
(Sentence B),
She needs to apply herself to other areas that I
can't help her In, such as math, civics, etc,
I believe she can use the time to better advantage,
I think she has enough experience and responsibility
already and is able to carry on householi ;luties to the
fiillest.
Her schedule is filled,
Eight mothers (6 per cent) completed Sentence C,
giving explanations -fhy their daughters could not or wouli
not take more home economics. Six respondents reported that
the class schedules of their daughters were too full. Another
indicated that her laughter did not receive enough inilvidual
help, while another saici her daughter already would have
completed three years of homcmaklng.
On the whole, the responses to leBirability of con-
tinued home economics education for daughters Indicatei great
interest in and support for homemaklng coxirses. Those
respondents who disagreed had a variety of reasons why their
daughters woul l not enroll in additional homemaklng classes,
but the most common reason was crowded class sche iiilec.
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Thirty-throe respondents replied to Item 44, which
asked them to Indicate one of the best things about the home-
making classes at Hadley, Nine respondents (27 p»r cent)
recognliseci that their fiaugiiters vore learning to cook and/or
sev, Siz mothers (17 per cent) liked the laodern equipaent,
facilities, and teaching methods. Six (17 per cent) liked
the interest of the teachers in each girl, were glad that
their daughter had this classroom association with other
girls, and were pleased that their daughters could take home-
making in all three shades. A variety of other answers were
offered, some of which were:
In cooking, they teachers want you pupils to
make some of the things at hone which naturally gives
more experience.
Their ay daughters' sewing classes have created
aa interest in this art which I couldn't Instill in
B^r girls.
It has helped
^ ^
gain a small sense of
responsibility.
Another liked what her daughter learned about health and
chill oare. Two respondents explained that they could not
answer this and the following two items because they did not
feel that they knew enough about the homemaking classes.
Item 45 asked for the chief criticism which the
respondents had about the horaemaking classes at Hadley and
Item 46 asked how this fault could be eased or eliminated,
T^fenty-five respondents did not answer Item 45 or indicated
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that they did not have any crltlclKn. T^fenty offored
oritloisaB, Seventy per cent of those responding oaiu that
more Individual attention was needed or that classes were
too large. Two respondents (10 per cent) indicate! that
neatness was not stressea enough. Othere (20 per oent) said
that teachers "should be more progresclve with students,"
"don*t use enough practicality," or eraphaeise it home
coonomlCQ too much." Other responOenta did not like "the
type of cooking that is done," and suggested that "sore home
study and practice should bo used."
Seventeen nothero nade suggestions for easing or
eliminating these faults. More and snaller classes and more
teachers were suggested by aost of those responding (74 per
cent). One mother vjrote:
There should be Individual teachers for each
student.
Other reconunendations included}
Let students elect instead of requiring them to
take it homemaJdng .
Teach the girls to fix everyday foods.
Many mothers need practical tips and short cuts
in sevlng.
Items 4? and 43 were developed to discover their chief
and secondary sources of infonaatlon about hoaemaklng classes
and "Uie homemaking prograa at Hadley. The jaajority of the
twenty-seven responding to these Itens (89 per cent) indicated
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that their chief source of information about the hoiaemaking
classes had been their daughter or "child," Other chief
sources of information were "the girls" (7 per cent) or the
"friends in her clase" (4 per cent).
The latter proved to be the chief secondary source
of information about the homemaking classes at Hadley (Item
48), Seventeen (74 per cent) of tlie twenty-three replies
were "neighbor girls" or "my daughter's friends," Other
secondary sources of information were open house (two), the
teacher (one), mothers (one), ay niece (one), and the
principal of Hadley (one).
Respondents were then asked how they could be helped
to know more about homemaklng Glasses at Hadley (Items 49-
52), These items and the number of responses to each vrerej
49 • I could learn more about hoaemaking and the
homemaking classes at Hadley by (32 responses)
50, Hadley could help me to know more about its
homemaking classes by (16 responses)
51, Our homemaking teacher could help me know
more about the homemaking classes at Hadley by
(25 responses)
52, Wichita could help us to know more about
homemaking classes by (14 responses)
All of these questions were similar in design in order to
focus attention on four different aspects of public relations.
In general, the most frequent suggestions for ways to
learn about the program were visiting with the teachers
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(56 per cent), and attending or visiting classes in session
(16 per cent). One respondent wrote, "I believe I am learn-
ing all that I possibly can by simply asking my daughter
constantly what she is doing—-which I consider the best way,"
Hespondents indicated that Hadley coiild help them to
know more about its homemaking classes (Item 50) by sending
samples home; by bulletins, notices, or pamphlets (40 per
cent); conferences ani inviting mothers to visit (40 per cent)?
asking for more home assistance (1 per cent); or style shows
(1 per cent). Another respondent said, "Homemaklng teachers
oomIA help more," but was not specific as to how they could
help.
The twenty-five suggestions given as to how the home-
making teacher could help respondents know acre about the
homemaklng classes at Hadley (Item 51) included, in addition
to those mentioned above, the following; "3ncourage the
student to tell more to the parent" (4 per cent), "home
aasignments" (4 per cent), and "demonstrating more about it**
(not clear) (4 per cent). One respondent indicated she
preferred to have the homemaklng teacher spend her time with
her daughter rather than work on public relations, "To me,
It isn't Important for the teacher to spend time informing
me. Let her spend more time with the students and the
parents will know,"
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Reapondents suggested that Wichita could inform them
about hoaemaking classes (Item 52) by having a column in the
newspaper (36 per cent), conferences (14 per cent), more
homemaking classes (8 per cent), "outside classes or some
combination of parent-student sessions" (3 per cent), "publish
information on what the schools of i/ichita are doing and how
important it is for the child of today to learn what they
can" (8 per cent), ana "encourage A-H clubs and extension
clubs" (3 per cent). Two other suggestions were "clarify
the knowledge of what homemaking classes do other than teach
sewing and cooking" and "tell us more about it," Methods
suggested by respondents are compiled in Table X#
Itea 53 asked respondents if they thought it would be
a "good idea" to invite mothers to attend the homemaking
classes of their daughters. Twenty-two (70 per cent) of the
thirty respondents were in favor of visiting the homemaking
classes of their daughters, some of the reasons expressed
were:
VTe could see the class as a whole.
It would help us to have a better understanding
of the teachers' methods.
We could see the progress.
Other respondents (13 per cent) stipulated conditions for
visiting clasBes or were uncertain of their feelings, ?or
instance, one mother said she preferred to visit a class
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TABLE X
METHODS '^"'^ " '"-^T-ED 3Y MOTHERS TO HELP THSM LEARN ABOUT THS
HOM.- ^ .J PHOGHAi'^ AT HAI'L^Y JUIIIOP. HIGH SCHOOL
Ilethods Sugi^estad Times Suggested
Parent-teacher conferences 39
Samples, bulletins, notices, and
pamphlets
17
Kewepaper colxjan 9
Visits by parents to classes 9
Ask for more home aeslBtanoe
>lncourage etuuents to talk to
parents more
More home assigniaents
School displays
AsBoclatlons with 4-.H and
extencion clubs
More teacher aemonstratlons
Kore homeaaldns classes
Style Dhow
Miscellaneous ?
Total 37
Some respondents made more
Some made none.
than one suggestion.
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othor than that In which her daxjghter vras enrolled, .'inothor
believed that visiting classeD would not necessarily bo
beneficial and that conferences with the teacher mlsht be
more helpful, ijiother explained that she was undecided, but
that the girls night enjoy deiaonotrating vrhat they were
learning by showing their mothers at school, rather than at
home. One mother did not think visitins "w^s necessary
because she would be aware if the girls were "learning and
acconpllohlng," Pour respondents (13 per cent) did not want
to visit the homeaaklng classeo of their daughters. They
seemed to see vlQltins as a possible distraction to pupils
and teachers.
Item 54 asked respondents if they had had opportunity
to express their feelings or opinions about homemaking to
teachers or administrators prior to the oplnlonaire and, if
so, to tell briefly about the circumstances. Forty-throe
mothers responded to this item, slightly more than one-half
(53 per cent) said that they had not had previous opportunity
to express their feelings. One of them stated, "I have not
had any need to," Twelve other respondents (28 per cent) did
not complete this item, and eight (19 per cent) said they had
expressed opinions prior to the oplnlonaire. They describee:
the circumstances as during "open house" (three), telephone
conversations (one), parent-teacher conferences (one), and
other miscellaneous contacts, such as the homenaklng teachers'
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coffee at the beginning of the year (three). One mother
confesse;'. that she haa had the opportunity, but had not taken
advantage of it, while another said ehe had visited at the
style show and open house, but thought that it was unfair to
the teacher, her child, and the other parents waiting to talk
with the teacher, to liscuss homemaking activities at that
time.
Twenty-five respon(3Gnt0 completed Item 55» which asked
for aiiitional ivleas or opinions which the respondents would
like to express. Most of these respondents (82 per cent) did
not introduce new thoughts, but instead siumarized ideas or
opinions which had been mentioned earlier in the opinionaire.
Others (13 per cent) criticized and/or conplemented the hoae-
naklng program at Hadley. Pour typical responses follow.
Girls should learn to do more hand sevring. Most
of the sewing at Hadley, as at other schools, is by
machine. Also, I sometiraes thinlc that teachers aren't
as particular as when I went to school.
!-!y daughter had some cooking experience at home,
but I feel she has learned much more at school. I
was very pleased. Because she knows very little
about sewing and I cannot help her with it, she needs
more help from her teacher,
I know some things have been held to which mothers
were invited, but these were during the day. Like
other vforking mothers, I could not attend. Evening
conferences would be nice—-perhaps in conjunction
with xTA.
I think the girls have learned a lot and have used
both cooking and sewing at home.
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An analysis of responses as related to present
practices and current philosophy of homo econoalcB in the
Junior high school is presented In Chapter IV,
CHAPTER IV
COMPAHISON Ai'ID AMLYCI';' OF Pa^SPO:T:-::v> IN REMTIOH
TO PRACTICES AKD CURRDUT PHILOSOPHY
Reactions to the oplnlonaire indicated respondents'
knowledge of and attituies tovard present practices In the
honeiaaking program of Hadley Junior High School. '?'hen these
responses are compared to the present homeaaklng program of
Kadley and to current philosophy of homo econonilcs In the
secondary school, they may serve as guide lines for estab-
lishing an effective public relations prograia at Haciley.
Scope and Content of Courses
The majority of mothers (64 per cent) of the ninth-
grade honemalcing pupils of lladley Junior High School realized
that aost class time is spent on the areas of clothing and
foods. They were uncertain (24 per cent), although they
tended to agree (48 per cent), that the amount of attention
given to these areas should not be shortened. Ho respondent
"strongly disagreed" that any of the areas of home economics
should not be included in the program. They overwhelmingly
agreed (98 per cent), however, that homemajcing courses shoiild
be taught so that pupils see that homema3cing is a group of
relate.1 skills and responsibilities. These findings suggest
that mothers are aware that most class time is spent on the
areas of foods and clothing and that they tend to approve of
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tills, as long as other areas of hone econoialco are included
and taught along vith foods and clothing as an integrated
Dubject,
The Wichita curriculum guide suggests areas of hoae
eoononicc which should be studied and the nuaher of lessons
which should be epent on each area, Developed in 1961, the
curriculum guide has not been revised during the last four
years and is only partially structured around concepts and
generalizations. However, it does provide a suggested progran
for the ninth-grade hoinemaking students of "s.ichita, 3y com-
paring the number of lessons recommended for each area to the
total n\xiaber of lessons in the guide, percentages were obtained
which could be conparcd to the percentages reported by Coon
on the scope and content of ninth-grade homcnaking courses
in Kansas and the United .Jtates, as reported by a random
2
sample of teachers* These percentages are reported on
Table >:i,
The Wichita curriculum guide recoinaended aore tiiae, 41
-per cent, for the area of clothing than for any other area of
home economics. The homemaJcing teachers of Kansas reported
that 35 per cent of their class time was spent in the area of
Curriculum Guide
.
Table of Contents.
2Beulah I, Goon, Home Economics in the Public Secondary
fjchools
. pp. 102-3,
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TABLB XI
COMPARISON OP SCOPE AND CONTENT OF HINTH GRADE HOMEMAKING
COURSES IN TIIS UNITED STATES, KANSAS, AND HADLEI
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, WICHITA, KANSAS
Percentage of Tlme^
Area and Aspect of Study Recommended Reported Spent
for HadleyS Kansas liatlonal
Clothlns; Area
Care of clothing 3 3
Construction of clothing 28 29 21
Grooming 3 4 5
Renovation of clothing
Selection and purchase of
clothing 2 2
Wardrobe planning for oneself 2 2 2
Wardrobe planning for family
Textiles ?
Total 41 35 33
Foods Area
Pood preparation and serving 22 22 16
Pood preservation 2 2
Food for special occasions 2 2
Meal management for the family 2 3 2
Meeting Individual nutritional
needs 3 3 4
Meeting family nutritional
needs 2 2
Selection of food In market and
oosts
• ? ? 2
Total 34 33 30
Family Relations Area
Cojamunlty resources for family
welfare
Family and social relations
Family recreation and
hospitality
Marriage relationships
Personal and social development
Total 7
1 Less than 2 per cent not shown,
' Curriculum Guide , loe. cit,
'coon, loc, clt.
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Percentage of Tlme^
Area and Aspect of ntudy Recommend ej^ Reported Spent-'
m ^03: Hadley- Kansas l.ational
chill Development Area
Guidance and unvlerstanding
of ohll:lren 2 2 4
Phyeical care of infants
Physical care of chll iren 2
Resources for child welfare
Total 2 ^6
Health and Care of Sick Area
First aid and home ca!re ot sick 2
Hoiae Safety 2
Itolntenance of health-
Individual, community, family
Total 4
Management Area
Conservation and wise use of
time and energy
Making management choice* and
decisions
Management of finances
Total
Consumer Education
Consumer buying
Protecting consumer interests
Other aspects of consumer
education
Total
Housin*?; Area
Care of the home 2 2
Choosing and planning a home
Community housing problems
Furnishing an individual room 2 3
Renovating of furniture and
furnishings
Selection and care of furnish-
ings
Selection, use, and care of
home equipment
lard and ground improvement
Total 4 5
Less than 2 per cent not shown.
2Curriculum Guide, loc. cit.
^Coon, loc. cit.
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clothing, vrhlle the national eample of hoaenaking teachers
reported 33 per cent of their class tlae was spent on cloth-
ing. The foods area followe'3 closely behind the clothing
area at Hadley (34 per cent), Kansas (33 P«r cent), and the
nation (30 per cent). The area of family relations received
more attention than the other remaining areas of home
economics: the nation (7 per cent), Kansas (5 per cent), and
Hadley (5 per cent). All other areas including child develop-
ment; health and care of the slckj management of time, energy,
and money; consvuner education; and housing are included in
the ninth-grade homemaklng program, but are generally
integrated and taught along with the areas of clothing, foods,
and family relations. In other words, they receive relatively
little attention as separate units of instruction.
Effective learning experiences in any course of study
are thooe that are established around the needs of pupils,
Moser has described the developmental needs of the adolescent
girl as follovrs:
As a girl grows, there are special problems that
she must solve, and arijustments that she must make to
the people and world about her. The problems she must
solve arise out of inner pressures based on her bio-
logical maturing. The adjustments she must make arise
out of the expectancies of the culture in which she
lives. Both must be met successfully if the girl is
to progress satisfactorily with vigor and confidence
to the next stage. Because these problems and these
adjustments come in a definite pattern and about the
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same Btage of development for all girls, they are
called developmental tasks.
^
Prescott has listed the following as the levelopaental
tasks which the early adolescent girl In our society faces:
1 • Learning the significance of the physical changes
occurring as a result of growth, especially of the matur-
ing of her reproductive capacity, and learning hov to
maintain health at the new maturity level.
2, Learning ways of groociing, dressing, and behaving
that are appropriate to her sex and effective in attract-
ing favorable attention from boys, other girls, and
adults,
3. Learning how to get along well with boys in the
ligiat of her new body dynamics and maturity level.
4, Learning how to get along viell with girls in the
light of her new heterosexual roles and maturity level.
5. vrinning and effectively playing adolescent peer-
group roles in the school and community.
6, .'inning from parents the right to make decisions
and to be responsible for a wider range of her own
behavior.
7. Maintaining security-giving love relationships
with her parents despite her striving for greater
freedom to make decisions for herself.
3. Continuing her successful accomplishment of
school tasks and winning adult approval in and about
school.
9. Learning about and participating in social
institutions and processes, and learning her duties
and responsibilities as a citizen.
10, Exploring possible adult roles such as home-
malcing, caring for chil:iren, taking part in community
affairs, and choosing a vocation,
11, Exploring questions about the meaning of life
and about the values to be souglit in life.
12, Continuing the development of a code of ethics
as a measuring stick for evaluating her own attitudes
and her actual behavior,
13, Setting up goals for immeciate accomplishment
as a step toward long-term purposes,
2
Clarence G, Koser, Toward Understanding Girls in
Sarly Adolescence , pp. 3-5.
^
2Daniel A. Prescott, The Child in the Educative
Process , -pp, 161-7,
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Ooon describe! certain opportunities that might be
given In a homemalclng classroom for satisfying developmental
needs, t^^he wrote:
The tasks of early adolescento Indicate tiiat aiost
are ready to profit by a study of friendships and of
ways to plan and oarry through simple forns of hospi-
tality. Their growing Interest In personal appearance
provides a basis for help in grooming and care of
clothing and a study of ways in v;hich food habits and
nutrition may contribute to their personal attractive-
ness. They enjoy preparing nutritious snacks and
simple meals, and planning for these as a part of a
well-chosen diet, .Jome skill in the care of clothing
and the house and In the preparation of food is of
interest to many, and these skills often serve to win
approval froa other neabers of the family, Detailed
help is usually needed In establishing efficient and
sanitary work habits, so that time and energy may be
saved In the more routine activities.
^
Home economics courses dealing mainly with food
preparation and clothing construction probably do not provide
the types of learning experiences most ncede u by the adoles-
cent girl today, other opportunities, besides those in the
areas of foods and clothing, for satisfying the developmental
needs and tasks of girls in early aioleseence Include:
grooming and desirable health practices, friendships and
dating, family relations, understanding and caring for
children, and home care of the sick.
As pupils pursue a vlie range of interests, they may
be assisted In drawing generalizations from several areas to
J3eulah I, Ooon, Home Xlconomics Instruction in the
Secondary Schools , pp. 3"^-^
"*
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serve as guides for their later actions and decisions,
Chadderdon stressed that one outcome of teaching should be
the ability to generalize,
Ao a result of effective teaching it in expected
that pupils not only will come to integrate the basic
concepts an^il generalir^ations but also will use these
in solving problems which arise throughout life,^
Pupils mature and develop in many ways at the same
tine, 'Jince homemaking is a group of related skills and
responsibilities and coull be taught so that pupils see the
total picture, it would appear that the best home economics
education may not only be taught as an integrated subject,
as opposed to isolated units of instruction, but may also be
integrated with other subjects. For example, snaclcs or a
aeal might be prepared for the French club after a study of
French food» If pupils are writing themes about vocations
for an English class, a bulletin board showing various Job
possibilities in home economics may inspire more pupils to
Investigate the field.
Meaningful repetition has value in aiding learning,
but repetition per se can be boring. However, having an
idea or principle presented again, but from a different
viewpoint in a somewhat different context, can be exciting
to learners. Learning makes more sense when meaningful
relationships are recognised.
Hester Chadderdon, "Evaluation and Research," The
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary~CohooT
"
Princi^^als
. 43:66, December, 1964,
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Sex of Pupils
The majority of respondents (93 per cent) did not feel
that girls received training for homemalcins at hone and,
therefore, that they needed to study homemaklag at school.
Only two respondents (A per cent) claimed that girls receive
adequate preparation for homenaking at home.
All but two respondents (95 per cent) felt that home-
aaking should be an elective for boys, while consiierably
fewer respondents (37 per cent) thought that boys shoula be
required to take at least one homemaking course. Twenty per
cent of the respondents thought that it was desirable for
boys to prepare for "earning a living," even if it meant that
they would not be able to take a homemaking course.
Hadley Junior High School does not offer any opportun-
ities in homemaking for boys, but does require all eighth-
grade girls to enroll. Homemaking courses are elective for
ninth-grade girls.
In order to assist in meeting their developmental
needs, Conant recommended that all girls in grades seven and
eight should receive instruction in home economics, while in
the ninth grade these subjects should be elective so that
pupils could maintain their interest and further their skills
if they wished to do so.
Jaaes B, Conant, Education in the Junior High school
Years , p. 16,
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The report by the Panel of Consultants on -/ocationail
Education, nade at the request of the late President John P,
Kennedy, also emphasized education in home economics for
Junior high and senior high school girls. The recommenda-
tions of the Panel were supported by statistics: 53 per cent
of all girls between the ages of fifteen and nineteen are,
or have been, married. One out of every three brides hat
had a child before she was twenty years old. These girls
need training in home economics which will enable them to
meet their responsibilities as wives, homemakers, and mothers.
Although boys usually mature somewhat later than girls,
most of the developmental tasks listed by Prescott also apply
2
to boys. Many educators seem to take it for granted that
honemaking is for girls only, while others think it quite
natural that homemaking responsibilities include boys, as
well as girls, oar, discussing the practical arts program
in the junior high schools, expressed the following viewpoint:
A new look at the entire practical arts program
is mandatory for the Junior high school of tomorrow,
• , . segregation by sez is no longer Justified,
Patterns of home life, and the roles played by men
and women there and in business and industry have
changed,
. •
.^ Pew families operate with and through
a woman alone.
Education for a ghanRJnp; i'orld of '.>ork . pp, 3-5.
2Daniel A. Prescott, The Ohild in the Educative Process ,
pp. 161-7.
^Gertrude Noar, The Junior High School Today and
Tomorrow , p. 225.
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A school principal agroed with lioar and had this to
say:
Since moot men and women eventually become home-
makers, we shoul' be alert for ways In which to
stimulate a realistic interest in the various aspects
of home living, vrhile the women may be more directly
concerned with certain aspects of family life, the
men, too, are concerned with fooJs, clothing, leisure
time activities, housing, income management, child
growth and development, health, an; family relations.
Principals should encourage boys to take part in the
homemaking program,
1
However, Coon's study revealed that only 1 per cent
(63,000) of the boys enrolled in all public secondary schools
which offered home economics were taking advantage of these
courses. This was compared to 49 per cent (2,353,000) of
the girls who were enrolled in homemaking courses.
Ability Level of Pupils
Nearly all respondents (97 per cent) agreed that
homemaking classes are for all pupils of all ability levels
and that pupils benefit from knowing and working with others
of abilities different from their own (93 per cent). The
homemaking program of Hadley Junior High school provides
opportunities for girls to work with others of all ability
George G. Dozier, "A Principal's View: Issues in
Home Economics," The Bulletin of the National Association of
Secondary-:: chool Principals
. 47T757"November. 1963.
2Beulah I. Coon, Home Soonomics in the Public Secondary
Schools , p. 13.
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levels. All classes are heterogeneous In nature and have no
grouping other than that which may be done in the classroom.
One of the major problems in home economics education
has been to find a mothoci for teaching pupils that would
Batiafy the needs of each pupil and, at the same time,
utilize the best teaching techniques. Green was especially
concerned that Junior high horaemaking teachers sometimes fail
to meet the needs of the gifted and more able pupils, she
characterized the more able pupil as follows;
She is apt to be advanced in physical as well as
Intellectual development. She learns quickly and her
attention span is longer than that of the average stu-
dent unless the pace of the learning experience is too
slow or filled with monotonous repetition, she wants
to Icnow reasons why learnings or activities are
necessary, and the principles that apply to them, she
sees relationships more easily and will be interested
in following through in studying a particular line of
thought. She enjoys learning and exploring the un-
known. She is apt to be criticfiuL of herself and
worried about the future,'
The homemaking teacher also has unique responBibillties
to "average" and "slow" learners. Although complete statistics
are not available on the percentage of slow learners in home-
making classes, it is not unusual for these pupils to comprise
a fairly large proportion of vocational classes, Homenaking
is not alone in its responsibility to teach the slower pupils,
but its subject matter coincides with many of their immediate
Sara C, Green, "Too Little? loo Late? Or Both?,"
What's New in Home Economic
s
. 27:51| i^ovember-December, 1963,
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and future needs. The homemaklng curriculum may be planned
to prepare eacli girl in relation to immediate needs including
living in the home, aaking and holding friends, getting and
keeping a Job, and developing healthful and socially accept-
able practices, and for her eventual role as a hoaeraalcer,
wife, and mother.
The homemaking teachers of Hadley have experimented
with dividing heterogeneous classes, where assignment to
classes was by grade in school only, into groups of a more
homogeneous nature. In the latter, pupils of similar
abilities are taught together. Some measiire of ability,
such as intelligence test scores, past grades, or past
homeaaking experiences, were used as a basis for grouping.
One clothing class at Hadley vas divided into three
groups. The group to vhich a pupil was assigned depended
upon her past clothing experiences; past hoaemaking grades;
and what the pupil, her mother, and the teacher thought
about her abilities, i:ach pupil in the first group made a
simple straight dress without sleeves, collar, zipper, or
waistline seam. The "average" group made a simple sleeveless,
collarless, dress that had a waistline seam and a zipper.
The more advanced group worked with a more complicated
pattern with a collar and set-in sleeves.
Throughout the school tern, each pupil advanced or
changed groups as she and the teacher ieeraed desirable.
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This version of an "ungraded. " plan removed the fear of
failure frora slow learners, while pupils of average and high
ability profiteJ because they coul(i work up to their capaci-
ties vithout interfering with the work of others.
Role pf Home Sconoaics in '/ocational Sduoation and
^
as an
Encoura(^eiaent to Stay in nchool
Most of the mothers (93 per cent) felt that hoaenal:ing
classes prepare girls for taking care of a family and/or for
a job outside the hone. Geventy-four per cent believed that
;Job possibilities should be enphasizerl in homemaking olasces.
The passage of iniblic Law 88-210 placed an emphasis on
the preparation of pupils in home economics for gainful
employment. As a result of this act, home economics teachers
are charged with the responsibility of preparing pupils for
wage earning, as well as for the vocation of homemakins.
The homemaking teachers of Kadley have stressed
vocational opportunities in homemaking this past school term
and plan to strengthen the \mlt on careers next year. Even
though the ": ichita curriculum guide does not suggest a unit
on vocational opportunities in homemaking, these teachers
developed and taught a short unit on careers in home
economics. They formed a team, combined their classes, and
spent a week, or five lessons, on this unit. Activities
included guest speakers, film strips, and reading about
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careers related to home economics. Mothers were invited to
attend some of these classes. The role of home economloB la
the worl-l of work was discussed
,
Most respondents (93 per cent) thought that homeniaklng
courses could be of great value to the pupil who aay drop out
of school, Hadley Junior High School has not had a drop-out
problcjs. During the 1963-64 school term, only 3 of a total
enrollment of 896 pupils (May 29, 1964) left school. One
explanation for this is that Kansas laws GS 72-48012 through
GS 72-4805 require pupils to remain in school through the
eighth grade, or the age of sixteen. Most junior high school
pupils have not reached their sixteenth birthday.
Preparing pupils for wage earning is one way in which
to motivate potential school irop-outs to stay in school.
Komenaklng courses at Iladley Junior High School ooulci provide
girls and boys opportunities to be better employees, whatever
their chosen vocation, and could provide some insight into
careers available to those who have home economics iaaowledge
and skills. General areas which might be considered could
include economic concerns, human relationships, budgeting,
and grooming, .Dennis described training for wage-earning as
one of the purposes for home economics education today.
Catherine T. Dennis, "lle-Bxamination of the I-urposcs
of Home Economics at the Secondary Level," Illinois Teacher
of Home Zcononics . 3, :,'o»1j 3-12, Fall, \9W,
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LavBon concurred when she wrote
r
Home economics is the field of knowledge and service
primarily concerned with strengthening family life, A
primary goal of vocational home economics has been and
continues to he that of preparing for the vocation of
homeaaking. Current and predicted changes in our
society make it wise to add a wage-earning focus as a
part of this goal.l
The focus on wage-earning was also identified as an
important responsibility of vocational home economics by
Spafford,
. . , Students in home economics shoul.l come to
know themselves better—their assets and liabilities
for occupations. The field has much to offer in
increasing the general employability and ^ob satis-
faction of all young people. Many types of occupations
grow out of home economics, some a semi-skilled type,
others of a highly professional nature,
^
Pesirability of Home Practice of Olassroom Experiences
Respondents indicated almost unanimous support for
home practice of classroom learnings. Only one respondent
said that home practice was not desirable. One respondent
was uncertain about the desirability of home practice in
another item of the opinionaire, but all other respondents
(98 per cent) thought home practice was necessary if the
horaemeiking pupil was going to benefit the most from her
olassroom experiences.
Dorothy Lawson, "Is There a ITew Vocational Purpose In
Home Economics Education?," A Hew Look at the Vocational
Purposes of Home Zcononics EJucation
. pp. 5-6.
2
Ivol Spafford, A Punctioning; Prop^ram ^f Home
Economics , p. 249, ""
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Unlike other school Gubjects, Iwae econoalCB has a
readyHnadc, suppleroentary laboratory available—the homes of
the comnuiilty. Study outside the scheduled classes can be
laboratory In nature, using the realistic situation of home
and coitEiunlty for practical application of leamlne. In this
manner, learning aalces more sense because meaningful relations
are recognized.
In some cases, the hoacnaJclng teachers of Hadloy Junior
High school require hoiae experiences, such as the five food
preparations which pupils ore aefced to do at home each
semester. At other times they encourage, but do not require,
hone practice. An example of this Is the garments which aro
made outside of the classroom. Hovrever, since many of the
homemaklng skills learned in the homeraaklng classroom are
Immediately transferable to tlie home, It is anticipated that
many pupils do practice at home what they learn at school.
Activities carried out at home could be considered
as an integral part of the teaching-loarning situation. The
homemaking teachers of Hadley Junior High School could plan,
supervise, and evaluate these activities so that both the
pupil and her parents clearly perceive the value of these
activities. In this way, pupils may cone to realize the
relationslilp of home experiences and practice to the class
goals.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND GUIDELINES FOR A PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM
3ackf:round for the Problem
Sffectlve programs of home economics In the public
schools can strengthen communication between the home and the
school. Educators in home economics have repeatedly emphasized
the Importance of a close teacher-parent relationship. In
general, educators feel that teachers and parents need to
become acquainted so that they can work together effectively.
It appears Important, then, that teachers of home economics
provide meaningful, appropriate, and up-to-date learnings and
that avenues of communication between parents and teachers be
kept open so that both can work together effectively.
Parposes of the Study
The purposes of this study were: (1) to identify con-
cepts of home economics held by mothers whose ninth-grade
daughters were currently enrolled in the homemaklng program
of Hadley Junior High School, Vlichita, Kansas, and areas of
learning these mothers felt should be included in the
horaemaking program; (2) to compare these concepts with present
curricula and philosophy; and (3) to recommend procedures for
building an effective public relations program for Hadley
Junior High School,
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Procedures
An oplnionalre was sent to all of the mothers whose
ninth-grade daughters were currently enrolled In the home-
making program of Hadley Junior High School, Wichita, Kansas,
The opinionaire was preceded by a data sheet which dealt Kith
information about the respondent and her family.
Part I investigated the concepts of home economics
held by mothers, while Part II dealt with areas of home
economics which mothers felt their daughters should have the
opportunity to study. Part III dealt with the sources of
information and opinions of the mothers and asked for
suggestions for improving communications between the home and
the school.
In order to compare concepts held by respondents \fith
the present teaching curricula, the results of the opinionaire
were summarized and analyzed in relation to ninth-grade
curriculum practices for home economics in Hadley Junior
High School in Wichita and current philosophy of home economics
In the secondary school. Comparisons between ideas expressed
by respondents and present curriculum practices and philosophy
were made in relation to the scope and content of courscB,
sex and ability level of pupils; the role of home economics
in preparing learners for a vocation and in helping to
counteract the drop-out problem; and the desirability of home
practice of classroom experiences. Recommendations for
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curriculum changes and for augmenting communication between
parents and teachers were made.
Findings
A "typical" respondent to the oplnlonaire was described
as a mother not employed outside the homo, with a husband who
was eitlier a salesman, a building construction worker, or an
office worker. 3he had three children, one or two of whom
had been or was currently enrolled in a homemaking course at
Hadley Junior High School, while she herself had taken some
homemaking either as a Junior high or a senior high school
pupil.
Responses indicated awareness that most homemaking
class time is spent on the areas of foods and clothing.
Mothers approved of this time allotment, as long as the other
areas of home economics were taught at the same time and
integrated with the areas of foods and clothing. They also
felt that: homemaking courses should be elective for boys
and required for girls; homemaking classes are for pupils of
all ability levels; homemaking classes prepare girls for
taking care of a family and for working outside the home;
homemaking classes can be of great value to the pupil who may
drop out of school; and home practice is necessary if the
homemaking pupil is to benefit the most from her school
experiences.
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In general, respondents appeared to feel that hoae-
raaklng courses would be helpful to their daughters, both at
home and as preparation for a 3ob, Those respondents who
gala they would not encourage their daughters to take more
home economics Indicated a variety of reasons, the most
common being crowded class schedules. This was the most
frequent criticism of the homemaking classes at Hadley Junior
High School, Some mothers felt that their daughters needed
more individual attention in the home economics classroom
than they were receiving. They reported that one of the best
things about the horaemaking program at Hadley was that their
daughters were learning to cook and sew. They also liked the
modern equipment, facilities, and teaching methods,
Respondents said that they generally learned about the
homenaking program at Hadley from their daughters and their
friends. They suggested that they could learn more about the
program by visiting with the teachers; from samples, bulletins,
notices, and pamphlets which could be sent home; newspaper
lirticles; home assignments; school displays; associations with
4-H and extension clubs; and school activities, such as style
shows. l!ost of the mothers were in favor of visiting the
honemaking classes of their daughters.
Slightly more than one-half of the mothers said that
this study was the first opportunity that they had had to
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express their feelings or oplnlonB about homeraaklng to
teachers or administrators.
Guide lines for Public Relations in Home Sconomica
It appears that the most Important feature of effective
public relations, that is the acquisition of the interest,
understanding, and confidence of people, depends upon the
personal contact of the homeraaklng teacher with the home.
Since most mothers appear to learn about the homeaaking program
indirectly through their daughters and their friends, the
homemalcing teacher must first sell her program to her pupils
who will, in turn, sell it to their parents,
Hoffman and Hoeflin described the role of home economics
teachers and home economists in promoting their field:
Our aim in telling the home economics story is
twofold: to inform adult leaders about the pro-
fessional opportunities in home economics today;
and to Inform young people about the importance of
higher education and the value of a university
degree in home economics,
1
Although these home economists were concerned with
promoting college programs, their recommendations could be
applied to the secondary program. They suggested four basic
principles as guides in establishing an effective public
relations program. First, find opportunities for personal
Doretta Hoffman and Ruth Hoeflin, ";e Tell the Home
Economics ctory," Journal of Home Sconomics
. 55:704, November,
1963,
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contaots. Hake each contact imforgettable, as with visual
aids or attentlon-oatchlng quotations. Ask others, suoh as
school counselors, to help. And, finally, collect and write
materials that will enhance the Image of home economics* All
of these suggestions could be used by the secondary home
economics teacher in Informing her public about the home
economics program and encouraging enrollment in home economics
classes.
In presenting the "Ideal image" of home economics, as
defined by the American Home Economics Association, home
economists want to say that theirs is a dynamic profession
vhloh:
—comprises college graduates with xmique pro-
fessional qualifications
—concerns Itself with human problems and helps
to solve them
—has high standards
—Includes careers in a wide range of speciali-
zations,^
In line with these ideals, the Association has well-established
goals for a public information program. Those which relate
to this study are:
1, Building in the public's mind the knowledge
that home economics is a body of subject matter based
on research, on scientific principles, and on the
knowledge gained by application of this research and
these principles to homes and family living
^Mabel Todd Towell, "straight Talk about Public
Relations," JoumsuL of Home Sconomics , 56:293, Kay, 1964,
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2, Informing the world of education about the
essential role of hone econonlca in modern curricula
at all levels of education
3, Building awareness of the vital place of
norlcm horaemaklng prinolplos in family life as a
means of increasing enrollment in home econoaics
courses etnd of attaining public recognition of the
profession
4, Informing editors and broadcasters of home
economics material available and encouracing them to
quote qualified hone economists in their material
related to homes and family livlng» In order to buili
in the public's mind the realization that profession-
als (or professionally trained persons) are necessary
in these areas Just as they are in areas covered by
other professions'
Hoffman said that the homo economist should be ever
alert to the image she is projecting. Even when she is
having her picture taken, she should check to see if she is
projecting this "ideal image," Her check list asked if the
picture of the home economist described its subject as a
professional person who:
.works in a creative decision-making Job
does important and essential work
.is intellectually-endowed
.works with interesting people
,1s a vital, attractive person
.is an expert
,1b up-to-date 2
•is dedicated . , , and respected.
"Public Relations - Person to Person," Journal of Home
Economics
. 52:635, October, I960
2
Doretta n, Hoffman, "Straight Talk about Public
Relations," Journal of Home Bconoraics . February, 1964, p, 79,
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These recoramendatlons may serve as guide lines for the
development of effective public relatione programs In relation
to home economics. Specific recommendations for the Hadley
Junior High School public relations program in home economics
follov,
Bevelopinr: Effective Public Helations for Home Soonomice
at Hadley Junior High School
It appears that one important feature of an effective
school-home public relations program for the homcmaking
department of Hadley Junior High school is contact, both
direct and indirect, between parents and teachers, Homemaking
teachers need to flnti opportunities for personal contacts with
parents. Because their time scheaules do not provide time for
home visits, most of their contacts with the school public
will be through pupils and with groups of parents or mothers
at school, as at open house. Some specific suggestions for
contacting groups of parents follow,
1 , Introduce the honemaking program for the forth-
coming year to the mothers at the beginning of the school
term, This meeting could include all of the mothers who have
daughters who will be enrolled in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade homemaklng classes. In this manner, a brief
review of what each grade will be studying may be outlined
so that mothers can see how the work which her daughter will
be '^oing is related to earlier and/or later study in homemaking.
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A mimeographed hand-out would clarify the learnings of each
grade level and provide greater understanding of the hone-
making program as a whole on the junior high school level.
Mothers may be invited to make suggestions for changes in
the homemaking program, and these suggestions could be used
vhen they are appropriate and feasible,
2. The mothers may visit the homemaking lepartment
for Parent Advisory Council reports. Each school has two
representatives on this council, which meets several times
during the school year with representatives from the other
junior and senior high schools of Ifichita, These representa-
tives return to their school to report about these meetings.
The homemaking teachers of Iladley have not always provided
opportunity for their reprecentatlves to report back to the
parents. Parent Advisory Council meetings provide opportun-
ities for the city supervisor to up-date mothers on the
latest developments in the homemaking program of v/ichita and
for mothers to ask questions about the program.
3. The style shows of liadley have been Infrequent
and have been held in the clothing classroom during the day
when only the mothers who wore not working could attend.
Following a suggestion of one of the mothers, these smaller
style shows could be combined into a larger style show at
one of the Parent Teacher Association meetings. The script
for the show may be written to include careers in home
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econoalcs and activities of the honemalcing department of
Hadley, with emphasis on those areao other than foods and
clothing. Clothing purchased ready-made may be modeled to
emphasize the consumer economics principles taught in home
economics. This would inform more parents, pupils, and
teachers,
4, The Parent Teacher Association sponsors a school
paper which also provides opportunity for home contacts.
The paper is mailed to every family which has a child enrolled
at Iladley, Descriptions of homemaklng projects and activities
would he interesting to all who read the paper.
5, Mothers and their friends may be Invited to attend
classes during American Home Economics Week or American
Education "'eek. These clasBce night be studying understanding
and caring for the preschool child, new developments in
household equipment, or new fabrics and textiles on the market,
6, In addition to direct contact with parents and
pupils, other media for promoting public relations might be
samples of materials distributed and/or pupils' production,
bulletins, notices, and pamphlets which pupils could take
home. School displays could exhibit classroom projects. The
homenaklng teacher could find additional outlets for expanding
and informing her audience through 4-H and extension clubs,
church and church groups, women's clubs and civic clubs,
business and trade organizations, youth organizations,
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Industrial and business firms, and adult eiucatlon classes.
She oould participate at state fairs, both in Judging and in
sotting up booths, Zhe could help to organize materials for
radio and television prograas to infona the public about her
field.
Certain aspects of program developnent may aid in
promoting the home econoaios program,
1 , There appears to be a neel for certain curriculum
revisions or enrichment or both and for parents to Tinderstand
that the homomaking prograa is current, dynamic, and based on
pupil needs, For reasons already discussed, the scope and
content of the horaemaking program of Hadley cannot be changed
drastically until the fiiohlta ourrloulua guide is revised.
Mothers in this study were aware that most horaemaking class
time is spent on the areas of foods and clothing. They
approved of this time allotment, as long as other areas of
home economics arc taught at the same time and integrated
with the areas of foods and clothing. This is presently
being done by the homomaking teachers of Hadley, For example,
safety is taught in the kitchen and at the sewing machine and
these safety principles are applied to other classroom and
home situations. Consumer buying of foods and fabrics are
related to expenditures in the family's budget. However,
important areas of subject matter may not be clearly identified
when taught Incidentally.
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2, Homemaklng opportunltiec for boys at Hadley should
be given special attention since boys do not have any
opportunities in home economics available to them now. Be-
cause one of the first steps in establishing an effective
public relations prograia is to obtain the support of parents,
opportunities for boys in horaemalcing at lladley should be
introduced gradually. Pore instance, a homemal:ing club for
boys might be organized. The clubs at Hadley meet after
school so that attendance at first aight be very limited.
Interest in horaenaking enrollment night grow if club activities
were planned in line with current philosophy and needs of
pupils. This might eventually lead to pupil and parental
request for a credit course during the school day for the
junior high school boys of Hadley,
3. Certain types of ability grouping within classes
might make learnings more meaningful to pupils. Such group-
ing could provide opportunity for teachers to reach each
pupil at the level of her own capabilities and needs while
still giving pupils opportunity to work with others of
abilities different from their own.
Homogeneous grouping, that is grouping each class so
that it contains only slow, average, or fast learners, pro-
bably should not be employed at ?Iadley unless there is careful
consideration and preparation by the faculty, the pupils, and
the parents. The philosophy of education of all those
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concerned must include the idea that differences In mental
and scholaDtlc abllltlee are as natural as physical differences.
There should be no stigma attached to pupils who are in any
one of the groups. Pupils and parents should understand that
the purpose of ability grouping is to provide a learning
situation where all pupils may learn more. The success of
hoaogeneous grouping depends upon the attitudes toward and
understanding of grouping by the pupils, their parents, and
the faculty,
4, Pupils and parents should be helped to learn about
the opportunities which training in the field of horae economics
offers. At Hadley, a special unit on careers focuses attention
upon these opportunities, but this information also needs to
be Integrated with other units of instruction throughout the
school term. This is a challenge which provides an unique
opportunity for the honemalcing teacher to change her "fooda
and clothing" public image, with the explosion of knowledge,
the economic development of the nation, mobility of our
population, and lengthening life span, new demands will be
placed upon the woman of tomorrow. The homeraaking teacher
might publicize vocational possibilities, both semi-skilled
and professional, for which home economics provides training.
She can describe the advantages of training in homo economics
for the expanding role of the wife and mother as a homemalcer
and as a wage-earner.
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5. Home practice of school learnings was whole-
heartedly supported by asothers in this study. Home practice
of classroom learnlngB is an Ideal way to eho^; parents what
is being done in the classroom. Applying principles learned
at school to situations at home is one of the best means to
insure that learnings will be used.
The homeaaking teachers need to be concerned ^fith
relationships with pupils as well as with parents. Good
relationships with pupils are important since they are their
parents* chief source of information about the homemaking
prograa at Hadley and the impression which the homemaking
teacher has upon pupils could either discourage or encourage
them to further their studies in home economics.
In all contacts with the public, the honemaking
teachers of Kadley need to follow the previously reported
goals of the American Home Economics Association for fulfill-
ing their "I'leal image," In applying these goals to Hadley,
they might read as follows:
1, To instill in the school public's mind the
knowledge that hone economics is an Integrated body
of subject natter based on research and scientific
principles
2, To inform the school public that home economics
is an Important area of study for boys as well as
girls at all levels of education
3, To build an awareness of the vital place of
modern homemaking principles in family and community
life
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4, To supply the public In general and parents
In particular with accurate, up-to- lato infornatlon
about hone economics and its role in education
The homemaking teachers of Hadley must convince their
audience that their field is one which is creative and
requires deoision-naking, is important and essential, and is
up-to-date. Contacts with the public, whether direct, as in
a parent-teacher conference, or indirect, as in a photo in
the school annual, ntust tell all of these things about home
economics teachers and their field. The homemalcing teacher
who is always photographed in a starched white uniform in
the foods laboratory or at the sewing machine cannot help but
give the public the impression that home econoTnlcs is mainly
foods and clothing. If home economics teachers vrant to
project an up-to-date public image, they must present such
an Image to their public.
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!rhe follovlng statements have been developed to dis-
cover the Ideas of home econonics held by the mothers of
ninth-grade pupils of Hadley Junior High, Wichita, Kansas.
The oplnlonalre Is ooinpoeed of three parts and a data sheet.
The data sheet deals with Information about you and
your family. Please circle the best answer or briefly answer
the questions In the space provided. In the first and second
parts you are asked to consider eaoh statement and rate your
agreement or disagreement by placing a check In the appropriate
column at the right.
The third part deals with sources of your Information
and opinions about homcmaklng classes and asks for suggestions
in improving communications between yo\ar home and the school.
Like the data sheet, these questions require short answers.
Your name should not appear anywhere on the oplnlon-
alre. All questions should be completed without help from
any other family member. Please have your daughter return
the completed oplnlonalre to her homenaklng teacher.
Thank you for helping to make this study a success.
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OPIHIONS ABOUT HOME ECONOMICS
Data sheet
Circle the best ansv;er or answer the question briefly in
the space provided.
ABOUT YOU
1, Ifhat is your relationship to the student?
Mother Aunt
Grandmother Sister
Qtex) Mother Other
(Please identify)
2, Have you worked at a Job outside the home during the past
year?
Yes No
3. ifhat kind of work have you done for pay during the past year?
Beauty Shop
Bookkeeping
Child Care
Cook or Kitchen
Housework Sewing
Ironing Teaching
Sales Waitress
Secretarial Other
(Please iaentify)
4, How many years of home economics did you have in junior high
school? In high school? In college?
ABOUT YOUR FAMILY
5. «hat kind of work does your husband do?
Aircraft plant
Building Con-
struction
Civil Service
Engineering
Highway or :Road
Construction
Mechanical Sales
Medical or Teaching
Dental
Military Truck Driving
Service Other
Office (Please identify)
Radio, TV, or
Newspaper
6, Hovr many children
More than 10
do you have? 1 23456789 10
7, How many of these children have had at least one-half of a
year of hoaenaking? 1 23456789 10
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PART I
Consider each statenont and rate your agreeraent or disagreement.
Please indicate your aost accurate response by placing a checlc
in the a^jpropriate colunn at the right of each etateaent*
Statement
Strongly
Agree Agree
Un-
certain
Dis-
agree
dtrongly
Disagree
8» Students benefit from
loioT^ing and working with
others of lifferent
abilitiee.
9» Today's enphasis in
homcmaking shoull be upon
the grovrth and develop-
ment of fanily aernbcrs
cuad relationships with
other people
•
10» Since boyc aust pre-
pare for "earning a
living," it is probably
not desirable for thexa
to take any coxirses in
honenaking.
11, IIo:ncraaking is a group
of relate i skills and
recponsibilities and
Ghouli be taught so that
stUi'entc oee the total
picture.
12, Iloneiaaking classes
arc for all students,
superior, as well as
average and Glow learners.
15, Ilononaking classes
prepare girls for taking
care of a faraily and/or
a career.
14, Practice at hoae of
the expcrienceB galnsd
froa horaeraaking classes
is not desirable.
^
I 1 ii^ .
,, ,
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Statenent
3trongly
Asree Acrec
Un-
certain agree
Gtrongly
Ulsagrcc
1
15* Most homosjakine class
ttae Ib spent on foods and
clotMne because It taices
00 long to master thest
skills.
16. Ccnorally spealdng,
hOEiBmaklng classes are
deslgnod for slow and
average students.
17. CrlrlG -0 not need
hoiaenal'CinG course a at
school because they re-
ceive tiiic training at
home •
18, Less clans tine
should be spent on foods
and clothing no that
more tine coulJ be given
to learning to under-
stand and care for
children, tliae and money
xaanagement, and faally
relations.
19, BoyD should bo able
to take homesiakln^
coursoG if they want to.
20. Jloraeaakinc courses
are of little value to
students vrho will prob-
ably not finish high
school.
21, Because aen are part
of a faally, boys should
be required to talcc at
least one hc»aeraaklng
course.
22. DependInc upon vliat a
girl learns at home, hoae-
aaking courDce nay or nay
not be valuable to the
Dtudent.
""""""
"'i
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Stateraent
Strongly
jU;ree Agree
Un«
certain
Dis-
agree
i-tron-sly
.Disagree
23. Th.0 main concern In
hoaeaaicing courses io a
better understanding of
home and faniily living.
24, Practice at home is
needed if tixe honjcmalcing
student is coinc to
benefit the laost froa her
clacsrooa experiences.
25. Too nuch eaphasis in
honenaking classes is
placed upon preparing
girls for vroriclng outside
the hone*
26. Ilonenalcing courses
can bo of great value to
the pupil who aay drop
out of school.
27. The ;Job pocsibllitieG
in honenalcing should be
emphaslKed in order to
prepare girls for earn-
inc a living.
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PART II
Areas of hoiacmaking vhich sirls sliould have opportunity to leai-u
about In honeaaklng clasccs at Hadley Junior IIlcli school include
Area of hosenaklns
Stronely
Agree Agree
Un-
certain
DlG-
agree
Gtronely
Disagree
28, Unclerstanllns chll.'ren
a9. Using monoy vlBely
m
30. C-ettlns alons vith
fanlly laeraberG
31. evins an.l repairing
sinple garments
32. Carinc for children
33. Underctandlng herself
as a porDon
34, Ilanning simple racals
35. rerforiaintj household
tasks
36. UnderBtanding the
faially's growth and
devclopsicnt
37, shopping for groceriea
33. Being a goo.i friend
•
39. iTcparlne; foods and
simple meals
40. ;:1iarlng rosponsi-
bllities in the hone
4l. Leaminc to choose
clothee for hercelf
42. Other areas of hoaemak
claeses are
Ing v.-hlcl; shoul d be Inc ,uded in the
1
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PART III
43« Complete one of the following three sentences which most
closely expresses your opinion or point of view.
A» I will encourage my daughter to take more home economics
because
3. I will not encourage my daughter to take more home
economics because
C* I would like for my daughter to take more home economics,
but she cannot or will not because
Briefly answer each question in the apace provided
44, One of the best things about the homemaking classes at Hadley
is
45. My chief criticiena of the homemaking classes at Hadley is
46. This fault could be eased or eliminated by
47, I usually learn about the homemaking classes at Hadley from
48. I have also learned about the homemaking classes at iladley
from
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49* I could learn more about homemaking and the homemalcing classes
at Hadley by
50, Hadlcy could help me to know more about its homamaking classes
by
51, Our homemaking teacher could help me know more about the
homemal-clng classes at Had ley by
52, v.lchlta could help us to know more about homemaking classes
by
53. Do you think that It would be a good idea to invite mothers
to attend their daughters' homemaking classes? Why?
54, Have you had opportunity to express your feelings or opinions
about homemaking to teachers or administrators prior to this
time? Tell about this briefly.
55» What other ideas or opinions v/ould you like to express about
homemaking classes at Hadley?
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Effective programs of home economics in the public
schools can strengthen cominunlcation between the home and
the school. Educators in home economics have repeatedly-
emphasized the importance of a close teacher-parent
relationship. In general, educators feel that teachers
and parents need to become acquainted so that they can work
together effectively.
The purposes of this study were: (1) to identify
concepts of home economics held by mothers whose ninth-
grade daughters were currently enrolled in the homemaking
program of Hadley Junior High School, Wichita, Kansas, and
areas of learning these mothers felt should be included in
the homemaking program; (2) to compare these concepts with
present curricula and philosophy; and (3) to recommend
procedures for building an effective public relations
program for Hadley Junior High School.
An opinionaire was sent to all of the mothers whose
ninth-grade daughters were currently enrolled in the home-
making program of Hadley Junior High School. The
opinionaire was preceded by a data sheet which dealt with
information about the respondent and her family.
Part I investigated the concepts of home economics
held by mothers, while Part II dealt with areas of home
economics which mothers felt their daughters should have
opportunity to study. Part III dealt with the sources of
2Information and opinions of the mothers and asked for
suggestions for improving communications between the home
and the school,
A "typical" respondent to the opinionaire was
described as a mother not employed outside the home, with
a husband who was either a salesman, a building construction
worker, or an office worker. She had three children, one or
two of whom had been or was currently enrollec in a home-
making course at Hadley Junior High School, while she herself
had taken some homemaking either as a junior or senior high
school pupil.
Responses indicated awareness that most homemaking
class time Is spent on the areas of foods and clothing.
Mothers approved of this time allotment, as long as the
other areas of home economics were taught at the same time
and integrated with the areas of foods and clothing. They
also felt that: homemaking courses should be elective for
boys and required for girls; homemaking classes are for
pupils of all ability levels; homemaking classes prepare
girls for taking care of a family and for working outside
the home; homemaking classes can be of great value to the
pupil who may drop out of school; and home practice is
necessary if the homemaking pupil is to benefit the most
from her school experiences.
3The scope and content of the homemaklng program cannot
be changed until the Wichita curriculum guide is revised.
However, recommendationB for enriching the curriculum included
integrating other areas of home economics with the areas of
foods and clothing and emphasizing that this is being done,
providing opportunities in homemaking for boys, grouping
pupils in the heterogeneous classroom situation into smaller
groups of pupils of similar abilities, telling the opportuni-
ties which training in the field of home econonioa offers,
and encouraging home practice of school learnings.
It appears that the most important feature of effective
public relations depends upon personal contact of the home-
malcing teacher with parents and others in the comniiuiity«
Therefore, the homemaking teachers of Hadley need to find
opportunities for personal contacts, both direct and indirect,
with the public. In each contact, they will want to convince
their audience that their field is one which Is creative and
requires decision-making, is important and essential, and is
up-to-date.
